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lecture in room 130 in LKS

I sit next to Monte Winslow  new PI in cell bio/onc mwinslow@stfd 
  Stan Cohen cohen also here (was on  my thesis comm.)

nucleus is 6 microns wide

DNA is 2 meters long

metaphase  100 Megabases in one partic chromosome
condensed scaffold  10 mb  to 1 mb

metaphase chromosome is 1400 nm


at bottom of slide is  short region of dna: dbl helix  10 bp...

microscopy and FISH =  fluor in situ  hybridization

can look at a handful of sites...

sl  cullen, science 1993:  sl= slide

proximity ligation can reveal spatial relationships

use contact probabilty as a proxy for 3d distance

form chimeric dna  by close distance...

1993...  nuclear ligation assay  cullen  1 vs near

then 3c  in 2002 was dekker et al 1 vs 1
4c  2006  zhao  et al  1 vs all
5c...

Hi-C  is the method he developed

blue and red are adjacent
from his article

erez l-a,  van berkum  Science 2009  and  E LA in science 2011

Hi-C:  genome-wide  chromosome conformation capture

1)  crosslink dna   adjacent pieces join

2)  cut with restriction enzyme
3)  fill ends with biotin

4)  ligate  with Nhel...

***

next we purify and shear dna;  pull down biotin and then sequence them using paired ends..

can identify  100s of millions of contacts.. use that  to figure out  folding...


start out with 20M cells...  so we're  averaging over all those...

if you did that with  attendees here =>  avg attendee would have 1 ovary and 1 testicle...!!!

at the  very end, then must align  back to the genome  (but which one?
diploid  human  eg  chromo 1  has mom copy and dad copy... which one)

****

suhas rao  created data in his lab...

cannot align centromeric regions..

he shows  alignment map  (pink)  major diag is lit up
23 boxes  for  human chromos...

centromere is low complexity... cannot align...

look eg at locus A on chrom 8...

many local interactions  means intense diagonal...

one pixel  =  interaction btwn one 1 Mb  region and another 1 Mbase region..

*******
Hi-C ... a tour of the nucleus...

1st nuclear  scale  (biggest scale)  at 100 mbases

nuclear scale   at 100 Mb  scale

say ur cooking spaghetti   with one green strand...
do time lapse  foto.. the green strand  wud  dance all over...

chromosome territories  confirmed by knowch 1998

some noodles are relatively isolated...

shy green noodle  but  may be friends with the red noodle..

small  chromosomes tend to be gene rich;;

chromo 18  is gene poor... does not tend to cluster...

*****
now shift to the chromosome scale  zoom in up to the 10 Mbase  scale

nearby loci interact with one another

are nearby  loci in physical proximity ???... yes

are these 2 yellow guys member of the same club...

eg say 2 people are at stfd and interested in bio  then u prob share friends...

do correlation analysis in practice
sl:  he shows  a strong correlation  within  loci  but anti correl  across loci...


sl  the whole genome is plaid....  import this to the carpet  industry... its pretty

plaid means there are 2 compartments
compartment A and B;

sl  3d  FISH  validates 2-compatment structure...

so,  pick  4 loci  on chromo 14: L1, L2... L4

is it just a 1d  interaction  depending on length on the chromo...

he reached out to tobias  ragocsy  in Mark Groudine's lab...

tobias did it again on chromo 22...  distance to L3 in microns  goes up with number of loci...

*****

so what r these compartments?...

now go 10to 100kb**2...  looking again at chromo 14...

look at A compartment... using first eigenvalue...

the 2 comparmtents  correlate strongly with open and closed  chromatic compartments...


3d migation accompanies gene activaiton...

sl  look at "Norwegian locus"  like the flag of Norway...


compares  GM to K562  and see  more commitment in K562... lik e a spatial  commitment

sl  compartmentalizationis a new kind of mark...

epigentics  methyl or acetyl  group...

difft idea... spatial  idea...  rearrange  dna to make  some  headline info  and other on the back page...

newspaper editor...

put things on the front page...  headline...

open  ... put things on the front page  as a headline in  special cell line eg liver vs  neuron..

***

a megabase is a million genetic letters:  a polymer....
polymer physics  but

2)  perhaps  it shud be more like a libary for the cell

shud be  accessible, organized, and compact...

reconcile  2 difft views  the physics idea and the libary/ informatics  idea..

***

sl  every curve  has a contact probability function..

he shows long spaghetti strand... start blue and end red...
  distance 3 contact... vs  distance 13 contact  vs  distance 213 contact (adjacent but  213  bp's away)


*****

can plot  contact proabity as a  func of  distance in bps

contact  probability  falls off with  distance... the further away  the less prob of cotnact

goes form 10**-8  down to 10**-11 ..

****

1976  paul florey...

folded ploymer

equilibrium  globule... it is superdence;  not organzied;  many knots...

the slope of its power  is  -3/2  which does not show what we find...

****

fractal globule:   it is ORGANZIED  AND IT HAS NO KNOTS... IN THEORY SHUD HAVE  POWER SLOPE OF -1
(i did not mean for caps to be on)

fractal globule is consistent with  HI-C data and FISH too...

what is fractal globule...

it is intuitive.. v dense,  no knots

but it equilibrates via thermal energy  into an equilibr  globule...

all of us were grad students...  work hard...  
eat a lot of top ramen....   nest of ramen  noodles  for 25 cents...

contour length  in  4 inch by 4 inch block...  it is 170 feet...


cook it  and go to parking lot
suggest  weigh 1 foot...
look at a blog...

mean length  is ?  4 inches  max is 24 inches...

equilibrate vis thermal energy...

highly tangled state in a soup bowl...

chromosome territories  knoch 100  is simlarto
fractal globule  miriam  huntley 2012..

in a fractal globule  u have territories all the way down....

miriam huntley is in his lab...

simulation o  fractal globule ... cool clip

fractal globules r unknotted..

leon furchtgott and rob  scharein...

did the sim...  cool clip


fractal globules can easily unfold locally  (done by a freind who works for pixar)

at the megabase scale we see fractal glob strucutre at 1 mb  scale...

***

what's next:

his intl focus is  murine neural differentiation
look at cancer,  during differentaiton,

how about  rna/rna ligation  ... unexplored...


greetings from another dimension...

he did grad career with Eric Lander...

funding from  gates fnd  and google...

***

Q1  missed it
A  why doesn't  fractal glob  immed  degen into equiibrated globule...  how is it prevented...

physics is poorly understood..  how does polymerase interact with it..

Q  repeatability?  
at level of single  bases  v repeatable  and also repeats if u use difft restriction enzymes...

****

Q  ur  claiming that its not just linear distance on chromo  
A it is a reasonable proxy for avg distance...
A 1d to 3d  relationship is a power law  1/3 scaling  but that is inconsistent with the stnd globular structure...

Q  ur noodles in ur sim  r much too short and too fat
dna is really really long and thin...

A  our noodles are megabases  (not indiv bases)... just hoping to shed some prelim light on this...
moving otward ability to do   whole genome  sim  of folding...

Q  Ann :  how abt looking at smaller genomes...
but with same  epigenetic compelxity... eg drosophila... but lots of mutations... a mess
but how homogenous is ur  underlyig poulation

perhaps c elegans might be better...



